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Glenn Gleason is New York bound
UMaine student is the winner of MTV's 'Remote Control' talent search
by John Begin
Staff Writer
The "Remote Control" hoopla is over,
and Glenn Gleason is going to New York
City.
Gt6son, a broadcast joufnalism ma-
jor, overcame a slow start in MTV's live
"Remote Control" show to defeat fellow
contelstants William King, Kristen
Liveretos, and Bob Anderson last night
at the Maine Center for the Arts.
"Remote Control," normally filmed
from host Ken Ober's basement, took on
a different look for the "Live Out Of
The Basement Tour" - that of a college
dormitory room.
Television paraphernalia from several
of television's more notable programs,
such as "Wonder Woman" and
"Charlie's Angels," covered the walls,
and combined with a rubber chicken and
a black velvet Elvis Presley tapestry to
give the set the fitting college look.
John Ten Eyck, a stand-up comedian
famous for his "Faerie Pixie" and
"Ranger Bob" characters on "Remote
Control" program, opened the show
with a half-hour comedy barrage that in-
cluded impersonations of a Spanish
dancer with a foot cramp, and a view of
the New York subway system.
Billing himself as the "soup part of
the program," Ten Eyck gave way to
the "salad part," Adam Sandler (alias
"Trivia Delinquent Stickpin Quinn"),
who delighted the audience with stories
about his love life, and the eight-inch tall
Elvis who lives in his refrigerator.
The audience, estimated at slightly
over 1,000 people, screamed with excite-
ment as Ober and co-host Colin Quinn
appeared on stage following Sandler's
act. It was showtime.
Gleason King, Liveretos, and Ander-
P1CS photo Jack Walas
Claudia Castro, left, of El Salvador and Lucia Johnson of the Dominican Republic inspect
one of the abandoned bike; at the University of Maine that will be on loan to them and other
newly arrived students from Central America and the Caribbean. The bikes will be repaired
by members of the student branch of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers as a
service project.
son looked poised and confident, as they
took a seat in the brightly-colored con-
testant chairs and awaited the arrival of
the nine "human television channels."
As channel one was chosen, Kathy
Connelly stepped forward and removed
her T-shirt, revealing a well-padded bra,
and the words "Celebrity Flesh."
Anderson and King moved out to an
early lead, excelling in the "Celebrity
Flesh" and "Gilligan's Island"
(see MTV page 3)
Cutler Health ready
to service students
by Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
After a year of staff resignations, reduced health-care hours and
the loss of former director Dr. Roberta Berrien, Cutler Health
Center is staffed and ready to serve students.
yery pleased with what's happening over there," said
Dwight Rideout, assistant vice president and dean of Student
Services.
The range and quality of health care is "the finest this institu-
tion has provided," he said.
With the help of Cutler staff and a five-member management
team, which guided the health center after Berriep's February 1989
resignation, changes and improvements have been made.
Among them-is the appointment of Dr. Mark Jackson as direc-
tor of Student Health Services. The 36-year-old Jackson former-
ly served as the deputy director and chief medical officer for the
Indian Health Service, an agency of the Department of Health
and Human Services. He holds medical licenses in Maine, North
Dakota and Indiana.
According to Jackson, improvements include the hiring of three
new family practice physicians and a full-time physical therapist,
the allocation of $5,000 to the Rape Awareness Comrhittee and
the addition of a fluorescent microscope. Other improvements in-
clude hiring a nursing staff for 24-hour, seven-day-a-week infir-
(see CUTLER page S)
Sightseeing plane crashes
at the Grand Canyon airport
TUSAYAN, Ariz (AP) — A sightseeing plane with 19 people
aboard crashed at the Grand Canyon airport today, killing at least
10, authorities said.
Sherifrs Lt. Jim Driscoll said there were conflicting reports on
the number of people aboard the twin-engine plane and the
number injured. Also, there were conflicting reports over whether
the plane was landing or taking off. -
He said deputies at the scene told him 10 people were killed.
Earlier, he reported as many as 19 people were reported dead or
seriously injured.
Federal Aviation Administration spokeswoman Elly Brekke said
the plane hit trees, flipped over and crashed at 949 a.m. MST after
veering on its landing approach. However, Driscoll said the plane
crashed on takeoff.
"We don't know if (the plane) lost power or what. ...It started
banking to the east and then went down," he said.
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Thursday's Special
Lasagna
Fandango
Only $5.25
A generous plateiful of pasta,
cheese and fresh lean meat
smothered in David's own
sauce. Plus oven warmed garlic
bread and cold, crisp salad for
a budget pleasing price.
• •
A Unique Italian Restaurant
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
411111,4,414 44 44 40. 41.• 40.• AI. 4.r. 4...4.41. 414.7....44 •••44..
Bangor
rameworks
FRAME YOUR OWN
DO IT YOURSELF
PICTURE FRAMING_
With our guidance in
our fully equipped shop
Its my, fun
and inexpensive
no waiting and
all the help you need
. Photos
. Children's Work
. Canvas
. Fine Prints
. Needlework
. Collections
Also
expert custom
commercial framing
limited editions
Posters, Posters, Posters!
MALISEET GARDENS
\ EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR
947-7777
Across from fleet banking 
-FREE PARKING
HOURS: Tues. & Thurs.-9-8'30. Weds. & Fn.9-6; Sat.9-54 • 4.• 4, 
_ 
_ 44-411,41.- 41.• 4,41,410.-411,4.
-41.- 411,
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News Briefs
Senate approves anti-drug package
WASHINGTON (AP) The
Senate voted overwhelmingly for a
bipartisan $9.4 billion anti-drug
package today, with leaders of both
parties sayingtheir two Weeks of con-
tinuous bargaining had produced an
effective and needed plan.
"This is the first step, " Sen.
Robert Byrd, D-W:Va., his party's
.1-ri.31. negotiator. -
concluded talks, said before the 97-2
vote. "Weak shots across the bow will
not cripple the garbage scow of drug
violence and drug dependency."
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., who
led the GOP negotiating team during
the bargaining that began Sept. 15,
said the package addresses a problem
that is being battled in every congres-
sional district.
The troops are out there, said
Hatfield. "All they're waiting for is
the orders, a plan of attack, and
they're ready to march."
Agreement on the proposal, nailed
down Thursday night, ended in a
fight between the two parties that had
btocked Senate passage of spending
bills for the new fiscal year that begins
Sunday.
Senate leaders said that when add-
ed to the $7.9 billion Bush has already
_propo_se•A the new anti-drug package
will bring next year's spending on tfie7
drug problem to $9.4 billioh. Some
$600 million of the total, however,
had previously been proposed by
Congress.
Of the remaining $900 million
senators agreed to seek, $100 million.
would be for law enforcement and the
rest for treatment, education and
rehabilitation.
 
 The extra spending wauld -come—
from a 0.43 percent cut on federal
spending, with social security and
other benefit programs exempted.
CBS accused of airing fake footage
NEW YORK (AP) — The "CBS
Evening News" aired fake combat
footage and false news reports of the
war in Afghanistan in the mid-1980s,
the New York Post reported today.
CBS declined inunediate comment.
Howard Stringer, a top CBS cor-
porate official who formerly was ex-
ecutive producer of the program, said
he would look into the matter.
Most of the questioned footage was
shot by Mike Hoover, 45, a free-lance
cameraman who the Post said staged
scenes of guerrilla sabotage and made
a Chinese-made Pakistani jet fighter
on a training run appear to be a
Soviet plane bombing Afghan villages
"I'm going to have to look into
it," said Stinger, now president of
the CBS Broadcast Group and the
program's executive producer from
1981 until January 1984, before the
suspect footage was aired.
Stringer, himself a former
documentary maker for CBS News,
declined to comment on the Post
story, saying he hadn't yet read it and
that its assertions "are all news to
me."
"I don't know who the people in-
volved are or who the accusations are
coming from," he -said --trr—a—
telephone interview' from
Washington. "We can't respond tattle
story until we talk to the free-lance
cameraman involved," said a CBS
News -spokesman, Tom Goodman.
CBS anchorman Dan Rather had
no immediate comment, a
_
spokeswoman said.
Rather also anchored a 1987 "CBS
Reports" documentary, "The Battle
For Afghanistan," that used
footage shot by Hoover that previous-
ly had aired on the "CBS Evening
News."
CBS at the time said the program's
footage represented 18 trips into
Afghanistan by Hoover and his crews
over a three-year period. The program
included some of the footage whose
authenticity was questioned in the
Post story.
Dog revived with mouth-to-mouth
SKOWHEGAN, Maine (AP) — A
German shepherd that nearly died
after choking on a ball was revived
after a man gave it mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation.
"It's a miracle that he's alive, that's
for sure," the owner, state Trooper
Frank "Joe" Poirier III, said
Wednesday.
Poirier said the 106-pound dog had
recovered well from Sunday's brush
with death. "I can't see that there's
any difference at all," the trooper
said.
Poirier had left his 12-year-old
retired police dog Jesse with friends,
Richard and Peggy Jones ot
Skowhegan, when the accident hap-
pened. A ball became lodged in the.
dog's throat while it was playing with
Mrs. Jones' 85-year-old mother
Jesse collapsed, kicked its feet, lay
motionless and appeared to have
stopped breathing.
Mrs. Jones squeezed the ball out of
Jesse's throat and pounded on the
dog's chest to revive it. While conti-
nuing her efforts, Mrs. Jones insisted
that her husband try to resuscitate
Jesse mouth to mouth.
After Jones breathed into the dog's
mouth several times, a heartbeat was
detected. The dog was then taken to
veterinarian Gail Gibson, who
described the dog's revival by cardio
pulmonary resuscitation as
"miraculous. "
"I 'don't know if I would have
thought of CPR at that moment,"
Poirier told the Bangor Daily News.
"I don't know if I could have done
it. "
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Kentucky State restricts
freshman visiting rights
(CPS) — In what may be the strictest
version of a nationwide trend toward
limiting how students may use their
dorm rooms, Kentucky State University
freshmen have been told they can no
longer have friends of the opposite sex
visit their dorm rooms. At any time.
St. Joseph's College in Maine, the
State University of New York at
Binghamton, North Carolina State
University and the University of South
 Carolina, among others, have restrictgd
dorm room visits, but do allow them
during most hours.
KSU decided to st,op all opposite-sex
visits this fall as a way to help freshmen
"acclimate" themselves to college life, ex-
plained spokesman Joseph-litufgcsa.•
KSU officials also hope the rule will
cut the number of freshmen who end up
on academic probation, and that it will
make the dorms more secure. A KSU
student reportedly was raped in her
dorm room during the 1988-89 school
year. The new students, Burgess claims,
don't mind the rule, since they've never
experienced "open visitation" before.
"There's been very little outward indica-
tion of displeasure. "
• "lCs_ not fair,-" said - displeased- stu-
dent James Morgan. "Everbody should
have the same provileges. "
A lot of his friends don't like it either,
"he added. "Just because we're freshmen
doesn't mean we can't handle (open
• M T A/ (continued from page 1)
categories.
After correctly answering a "Brady
Physics" question, Gleason began to
make his move. Three more correct
answers led to a tie for the lead with
Anderson, as round one ended.
King was eliminated, and left the stage
in classic "Remote Control" style, as he
,was carried off with a collection of gar-
bage labeled "Medical Waste. "
The Faerie Pixie appeared in round
Iwo, and Gleason successfully answered
three of his questions, plus six others, tc
take a commanding lead of 205 points
to Anderson's 75 at the end of two
rounds.
While Anderson was a formidable op-
ponent, he was no match for Gleason,
and was soundly defeated 285 to 165.
Quinn strapped Gleason to the
"Wheel of Jeopardy," in the contest's
bonus round. Gleason correctly iden-
tified the 10 musical performers on the
monitor as he was spinning in circles,
thereby earning the trip to New York.
Asked how he felt after his stunning
victory Gleason said, "I feel ecstatic. I
started slow, but did well in the second
round and really picked up momen-
tum." -
GUARANTEED APPROVAL!
John Jones
GUARANTEED INSTANT
$1500.00
LINE OF CREDIT
- No Security Deposit
•No Prevtous Credit - Wet Help You Establish It'
• Pr ovrous Creda Problems-, No Problem
• Turned Down Other Pl3ce0 -
We Won't Turn You Down'
You Deserve A
GOLD CREDIT CARD
Call lbday. Ask for Mr. Green
947-5104
HOURS
Monday thru Friday 9:00am to 5:00pm
Develop Your Film at
the Union!
$ 10.00 User Fee per Semester
Make arrangements on Tuesday,
11:30 am to 1:30 pm or
Thursday, 1:30 pm to 3:00 pm at
The Students' Program Office,
second floor, Memorial Union. _ agarierigiriZ
Collin Quinn with Glenn Gleason, the winner of MTV's "Remote
Control: Live Out of the Basement Tour" contestant search.
Activism
Sharing Ideas
Fridays, 2-4
Weisz Room, The Maples
SUGARLOAF
gives you a run
for the money ...
70 in fact!
% I fi 1  U:vaeermiciti 
of Maine
AGNynneSUgarI 1
•
A COLLEGE SEASON PASS is the
best ski deal around. Only $275 if
purchased before 10/2/89: $300 if
purchased before 1111/89. for a full
season of skiing. College, students
and faculty members only! A current
college I.D. must b4resepted at
time otpurchase.
Available at the Athletic Ticket Office
Carrabassett Valley. Maine 04947
Telephorre_207/ 237-2000
—_
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KKK builds membership in New England
BOSTON (AP) — The Ku Klux Klan is
trying to build membership in New
England—the home turf of one of its
national leaders—and experts say the
white-supremacist group should not be
dismissed even though its numbers are
small.
"It doesn't take many people to burn
crosses or hurt somebody," said
Leonard Zeskind, research director for
the Center for Democratic Renewal, an
Atlanta-based group that monitors white
supremacist activity.
The KKK recently made its presence
known in northern New England, setting
up a post office box and telephone
number in Exeter, N.H., for coordinating
th-e-gfocip'3-activities irrigew Hampshire,
Maine and Vermont.
Calls to the telephone number,
described as the "Invisible Empire,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan hotline,"
were answered with a recorded message
touting white supremacy. Callers could
ask for information after the message.
In addition, the Klan has distributed
leaflets in the town, describing the
group's goals.
"There's nothing illegal about what
they're doing, but I think its fair to say
eveyones upset about the prospect of the
Klan being here," said 'George- Olsori.-7
the Exeter town manager.
The Anti-Defamation League of
B'Nai B'Rith, which also tracks the
KKK, has not received any other reports
41 Klan activity in New England this
year, said Sally Greenberg, civil rights
counsel for the organization in Boston.
Martin Walsh, regional director of
community relations for the U.S. Justice
Department, said KKK activity has
"gone in bits and pieces" in New
England over the past several years.
The Klan held a rally in Rumford,
Maine, a couple of years ago, "but the
citizens of Maine really rebuffed it,"
Walsh said.
James Farrands, imperial wizard of
the Invisible Empire of the Klan, resides
in Shelton, Conn.', 'arid be said in a
telephone interview on lliesday that his
title shows how the orgainzation is gain-
ing strength "above the Mason-Dixon
Farrands said the group started
recruiting in New Hampshire after peo-
ple indicated they wanted to join. He
declined to say how many members are
in his group, but experts say the number
is not large.
"They never really have been able to
turn out more than 20 to 30 people from
their demOnstrations," Walsh said.
But Farrands insists there is strong
sentiment for the Klan's philosophy.
"Any white man, if heis.a sound man,
should realize he has been stepped on
and stomped on," he said,
The white supremacist rhetoric of Ow
-Van sr, VCS as .-"a- 1TITTinder 
tharttre—__ _
orgainzation shottld not be ignored, say
people who monitor the group.
Ireland wants to be next Silicon Valley
by Bruce W. Fraser
The Christian Science Monitor
SHANNON, Ireland — In the gently
rolling hills that are home to this coun-
try's growing electronics industry, there
is a growing din over whether Ireland can
top Scotland and become the next
Silicon Valley.
Everyone agrees that Ireland has all the
ingredients of the American en-
trepreneurial spirit that spawned Silicon
Valley and Route 128.
Scotland has had much success in lur-
ing scores of high-volume electronics
companies to its Silicon clen area.
Ireland is fast catching up, though,
Many multinational companies, for ex-
ample, are establishing small research-
and-development groups. Everywhere,
Silicon Valley is held up as a model to
be emulated.
"Certainly, we're influenced by the
Silicon Valley ideal. We regularly visit to
check programs, and get ideas which we
can adopt," says Noel Mulcahy, dean
of the College of Engineering and
Science at the National Institute for
Higher Education. The institute is in
Plassey Technological Park in Limerick,
in the center of Ireland's highly
developed industrial midwest region.
Some 250 young Irish engineers and
scientists work in Silicon Valley and
other parts of the West Coast of the
United States, and ties with the home
Fall is prime mountain
biking season at
ROBE BILE
36A Main Street
866-3525
(Below Southern Styles Hair Salon
Mon. & Fri. 10:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m
Sat. 9:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m
Tues.. Weds.. Thurs 10:00 a.m. 8:00 p.m
HOMECOMING QUEEN 1+
/ APPLICATIONS DUE...
4.* Friday Sept. 29
By 4:30 In The
Student Activities Office
In The Memorial Union
country are strong. Dr. Mulcahy says
many Irish engineers return to lrleand
and start their own businesses with
financial support from the Irish
government.
Right now, about 30,000 people work
in Ireland's electronics industry out of
a total work force of 1 million scattered
throughout 26 counties. Although small,
the industry has been growing steadily,
helped by the presence of several hun-
dred American and European electronics
firms. Digital Equipment Corporation
employs about 2,000 people in Ireland.
Microsoft, the software producer, and
other big computer companies have
operations here.
New target areas for future growth are
microelectronics and optoelectronics,
and a number of companies are spring
ing up around these technologies.
But to a large extent Ireland has been
thrown back on its own resources. That
is partly because some multinationals
that located here in the early 1980s, at-
tracted by the low costs of doing
business and high grants, abandoned the
country when costs began to escalate
and grants dried up. In their wake,
however, has come a new wave of com-
panies like.- Digital and Wang
Laboratories, which have made solid,
long-term commitments to the country.
Varsity Track and Field Tryouts
Varsity Track & Field extends an
open invitation to all
Interested Men & Women to attend
and
participate in tryouts.
Monday, October 2nd at 3:15 P.M.
IN TREE rump PiOliTSEI
570 Stillwater Ave., Bangor 942-2100
Across from the Bangor Mall Cinemas
Present elis coupon for 10 percent off any service
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•Cutler
(continued from page 1)
mary care and physician extenders (nurse
practitioners and physician's assistant)
for urgent walk-in care.
"The (health) center has always been
able to provide quality health care. We're
continuing to provide quality," said
Jackson of the changes.
While Jackson stresses that Cutler is
not a complete emergency room or
. hospital, lig describes the healthsenter
as an "extended doctor's office," ac-
ting as a resource for students.
"I encourage all staff to consider how
'-to keep- ctudetifi—healthy,--"—,-,said the
Massachusetts native. "Cutler has the
philosophy of. working for students."
Jackson's first goal as director is to
"be sure (the) student perception of what
we can do matches the reality of what
we can do," he said.
To accomplish this, Jackson will
distribute surveys to students in mid-
October. The survey will include ratings
of Cutler's service performance, accor-
ding to a UMaine Department of Public
Affairs release.
In addition, Jackson is working toi
develop a sense of teamwork among the
staff.
"We're trying to develop a solid foun-
dation, " Jackson said. "I want to re-
establish that health care services are ac-
tually fun." He said the Cutler staff is
generally enthusiastic about' the
improvements. _
"The staff seems to feel real pleased
to serve students," Rideout agreed.
"From what I've seen it seems like a real
good situation."
Presently_ working  _without _an
ass—oaite director, Jackson Is uncertain
of whether he will fill or leave the posi-
tion vacant.
"I'm letting it happen and see what
makes sense," he said.
The position opened when former
associate director Betsy Allin transferred
to. the _university's Office ,911 Human
Resources on Sept. 8.
Currently, the health center has a total
staff of about 45, Jackson said.
In addition to these goals, Jackson
plans to increase infirmary services
through a "student check-in" program.
The student check-in program would
be "an opportunity for students to come
in if they feel sick, but they don't feel
they need nursing support," Jackson
said. It offers the student a place to stay
while they are sick, aside from their
rooms, he said.
Service expansion will also allow
students in need of counseling,
psychological, social or substance abuse-
related, to be admitted. Previously, such
services cost $100 per day, Jackson said.
He hopes to offer them for about $25
to $30 per day.
This "major price reduction" will in-
crease confidentiality since students' ac-
counts would be billed, instead of their
insurance companies, Jackson said.
"I am anxious to work with students.
I want to get a feel for what their con-
cerns and needs are," he said. "Any
feedback would be welcome."
APOLOGIES...
Two promotional advertisements
depicting the cover of an album tkv
the Cure have recently run in The
Daily Maine Campus. The Cure nor
their record company provided per-
mission for the endorsements and the
ads were the result of staff error. The
Daily Maine Campus apologizes to
offended parties and regrets the error
, • -
1••
••
No visiting hours
at Kentucky
n article in today's Daily Maine Campus relates
that Kentucky State University no longer
permits first-Year -sttidentS fOhave frierids- Of the op--
posite sex visit their dorm rooms.
At any time. Period. End of story. No mas.
It makes one wonder what sort of facist, police-state
itreology entered ittro the mimis of KSP erklittifristf4“4on, •.-ot
make such a rule.
Beyond the fact that KSU does not posess the right to dic-
tate to students how to conduct their personal lives (see The
Constitution of the United States of America, Preamble:
...life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness), they have
forgotten one other thing: most students at KSU are adults.
Adults who can enter into legally-binding contracts. Adults
who can be sent off to fight our wars. Adults who are able
to vote for our president.
And, it would follow, adults who can choose their own
friends, regardless of sex.
—1:W.-Sandra Caron, assistant professor of family relation-
ships here at UMaine, made a couple of excellent points in
regards to the aformentioned tomfoolery of KSU.
She pointed out that the term "opposite sex" propogates
an "us-versus-them" attitude, a feeling that men and women
are not of the same species; a feeling that promotes sexism
and leads to the problems KSU is trying to prevent.
And she also pointed out that it seems KSU doesn't believe
men and women can be "just friends"; that by placing a
man and a woman in the same room, it's like mixing chlorine
and ammonia, developing some sort of hideous gas that
threatens to wipe out law, order, and humanity itself.
The KSU student handbook says students can be expelled
for "rape or sexual intercourse in a residence hall room." 
Apparently, the administration of KSU doesn't know
there's a difference between rape and sexual intercourse.
Apparently, KSU's administration doesn't know anything
about relationships.
Apparently,the administration of KSU should take Dr.
Caron's course.
4
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A view
_ .For _a few semesters. .the
University of Maine is a place
to be viewed with wide-eyed
wonderment. Squirrels and
dogs_ run around everywhere,_ 
- living in —perfect intra-species
harmony; classes are as large as
your hometown; you find the
true love of your life every two
or three weeks in the form of a
new, mature college man or
woman.
After a few semesters at
UMaine, things tend to get pret-
ty routine. You start to hate hav-
ing to stop for the squirrels and
dogs at crosswalks; the novelty
of large classes wears off; you
find out that you have no more
luck in relationships with
mature college students than
you did with Billy Joe or Ber-
tha back home.
After a few more semesters at
UMaine, you don't notice
anything: you just look for a
way to get out.
For the fortunate few who
stick around a little longer (you
have to be on the six- or seven-
year plan to get there), UMaine
again turns into a wondrous
place. It happened to me. It
could happen to you.
Perhaps it's the melancholy
feeling that comes with ap-
proaching your 25th birthday in
pursuit of the same
undergraduate degree you
sought when you were 18.
Perhaps it's the realization that
if you don't decide that UMaine
is actually a wondrous place,
you'll be so depressed at
Homecoming (when your
original freshmen classmates
come back for the third time as
alumni), you'll go absolutely
berserk. Perhaps it means
you're growing up. Perhaps not.
Whatever the case, the squir-
rels become your friends, and
you recognize them on sight.
"Hi, Fred," you call. You
walk around campus noticing
things you never did before, and
asking silly questions that never
occured to you before.
Come to think of it, maybe
you're already berserk.
Anyway, for the past several
years I've noticed these solemn
souls out on the Mall) for the
freshmen who still haven't
caught on, that's not AT the
Mall, it's ON the Mall). These
people on the Mall stand there
often looking severly hypother-
from the Mall
John Holyoke
mic, surveying the same parcel
of land that their forefathers
nteasured long ago (you can call
them foremothers, foresisters,
and forebrot hers, to avoid sex-
ist language charges; but not
foreplay or foreskin).
Up until the past few weeks
I've never given them much of
a second thought, though I kept
expetling a new parking !of in
front of the library after they
got done their work.
Funny thing was, they never
got done. Finally, about three
weeks ago, in the midst of my
new-found wonderment phase,
I realized that these solemn,
freezing figures must be up to
something. I stopped by today
to find out just what it was.
As it turns out, they are re-
quired to stand around, survey
and become hypothermic as
part of a class. Not surprising
that a seventh-year student
never thought of that possibili-
ty, I guess.
I began talking with two of
the surveyors, who were very
helpful. They said they'd answer,
my questions, as long as I used
assumed_ names, because they
didn't want to get into trouble.
Sorry Eric. Sorry Hank. Jour-
nalistic ethics come first. No
anonymous sources.
Hank was the spokesman. I
think it was because he ap-
peared to be the guy in charge
of the telescope when I inter-
rupted them. He showed me the
ropes.
"Last week, we had an intro
to the telescope," Hank said.
"We watched women"
•
Pretty _emit, _1 
_thought. 4 --
thought it was cooler after
Hank told me he could appraise
the women at unbelievable
distances, like all the way to the
notary.
"We could tell who was wear-
ing too much makeup, who had
nice legs; they'd walk by think-
ing we were actually doing
something, but we were wat-
ching them."
I had prepared for this inter-
view with Hank and Eric by
asking some friends what they
would ask the surveyors if they
had the chance. Thus armed
with a series of tricky questions,
I interrogated the twosome.
"Is it possible to cheat?" I
asked. "After all, people have
been measuring the same plot
of land for years."
"Well, yes," Hank admit-
ted. "We have to get an average
for all of our values, but last
week it was raining, and we lik-
ed the one we got first, so we ar-
ranged that to end up as the
aVerage." --- -
Satisfied that Hank was be-
ing forthright and honest, I
went on.
"Can you tell if the campus
is growing or shrinking?"
Hank said he couldn't,
because it was an introductory
course, and they'd only been at
it for a few weeks.
"Well then, is it moving?" I
asked.
He and Eric looked at me as
if I were a plumb bob. I aban-
doned that line of questioning
and went back to what had
worked before.
"Suppose you were a pervert.
Could you take this telescope
back to the dorm and aim it
across the quad..."
"Oh, yeah," Hank said.
4.YOU could do that."
Eric quickly pointed out that
that might not be the best idea,
because he had left his student
I.D. as collateral for the
telescope, which costs about
$5,000. Hank, whose I.D. was
presumably in his pocket, said,
"Yeah, but you could."
"Can I look through that
telescope?" I asked.
John Holyoke is a senior jour-
nalism major who officially
turns old on October 2. Cards
and donations are welcomed.
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Response
Den doing its best ZOO U.
To the editor:
This isin cespon se -IG Bill-Ap-
pel's "Den Ignores Suggestions"
letter which appeared Monday.
I work with the Bear's Den con-
sistantly to program for our
oosizzlingsaturda,oc,! cprje., 2nd
have had nothing but positive
response to my suggestions.
Mr. Appel made a good point
in that John Rebstock is no
longer with us. What he failed
to mention is that the new
management hired to work in
the Den has barely had a chance
to get their feet wet. Craig
Goodridge is the new manager
-of—food services _for.-- the
Memorial Union. He has en-
thusiastically responded to the
suggestions I have made as well
as those of others. This man in
the white shirt and the blue
nametag will take your sugges-
tions and use them.
I would be the-first person to
agree that the space is inade-
quate for seating, especially
during peak hours of the day.
What do you want them to do?
They cannot put any more
tables in than already exist.
On the bar issue, it is of great
concern to me. Can we aftord
as a university to limit the ac-
cess to alcohol service on cam-
pus for those of age? This
forces students off-campus to
drink which leads me to believe
2,1 
that the university is acting
irresponsibly!
Pcoph. have' to -stop talking--
and start acting. Apathy among
the students and a lack of in-
vestment and ownership have
created these problems. Writing
tn the kAritlo Cam nr
but ultimately we have to work
with the staff and ad-
ministrators to see our ideas'
come to fruition.
Chris Wallace
Treasurer, The Union Board
Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact The bey Maine Campus,
Suite 107A, Lord Hall, UMaine
TV can be mindless
or educational
To the editor:
It's not my style to rebut
rebuttals, but this time I
thought I'd make an exception.
To P.A. Oppliger: thank you
for clearing up the confusion on
your letter. I am glad to See -
there are people on campus who
are willing to speak out on the
horrors of rape (and often the
horror of the victim's treatment
afterwards).
To comment yet again on
television (and to quote a writer,
Harlan Ellison) TV is the "glass
teat" upon much of which our
_
society sucks mindlessly. It
could be used as an educational
tool, but it isn't, and as a
"bookworm" I shall cheerfully
retreat to my closet, taking the
entire literate U.S. of A. with
me.
And Doug, dear, if you real-
ly want to take on the nut balls,
Republicans and other odd peo-
ple on your own, do feel
free...and remember, you can
always yell if you get in over
your head.
K.M. Holly
Balentine
j _Read the sports pages of the Daily
id. 
Maine Campus and be on . top of
lat all University' of Maine sports action.
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Campus
needs
audacity
To the editor:
Hurrah to Brad Finch!
'(letters 9/27). At last soY-
meone has the courage to
call the Daily Maine Campus
on their daring front-line
journalism. All those in-
depth pieces about the park-
ing problem, textbook prices,
and the particularly hot topic
of whether or not the boob
tube has any merit, (that one
is my favorite)!
This is simply- too much.
The DMC is apparently con-
trolled by a combination of
literary giants and Marxist
revolutionaries. Its scary
stuff when you think about
it. I'm with you Brad.
Where's the next casserole
recipe page? I have some
good ones I'd be willing to
share.
John Pilson
Old Town
VICIT-2,na n
by Mark Weitzman
COUEGE PRESS SERVICE 1989 Mark Weitzman
"Ick. Mystery meat."
Yom Kippur a day
of repentance
To the editor:
This country has days ror
celebration (July 4th, Labor
Day) and participation (Elec-
tion Day). Interestingly, the
Jewish calendar lists a day for
repentence (Yom Kippur).
Throughout U.S. history,
Americans have acknowledged
wrongdoing about slavery, at
the time of Lincoln, all the way
up___to__present_ .day national
regrets about Viet Nam,
mistreatment of American In-
dians, etc.
Each Yom Kippur, for
thousands of years, Jewish peo-
ple have realized the need of
personal, as well as national
repentance It's not only we
who are Jewish, who have to
turn to God in true repentance
but everyone whom. God has
created. And none-Ortiati
come to know God personally
and be changed for the better
except through .Jesus the
Messiah, who died for us and
has the power to change us.
Unlike New Year's Day
resolutions, Yom Kippur is not
a day of self-reformation where
we cleanse ourselves and then
go back to our sins. Repentence
has to go beyond admitting we
have done wrong. If we as in-
dividuals turn to god through
the Messiah, we will be forgiven
truly, and as the Bible says,
"Happy is that people whose
God is the Lord." —
Neil Altman
WHEN WRITING...
The Daity-Marne Campus weicomes let-
ters to the ed:or and commentaries from
. - .
"-members of ths! untversity-communtty. Let-
ters should be 300 words or less, and corn-
-mentaries about 450 words. In order to
verify the valijity of letters, we must have
a name, address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
anonymous letters, it Will not print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the name, has been made with the editor.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste, and libel.
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-r Andy Bean
The Maine
way
A football helmet has one obvious
purpose - to protect the head. But
they also are a symbol for the team.
Cosmetic changes have been made
to the Black Bear helmet to give the
players some incentives.
The University of Maine helmets,
no longer just have "MAINE" stret-
ched along the side with the warning
sign in the back.
Three additions have been made to
the helmet.
One is a decal of a bear claw for
every game a player meets the criteria
for playing a "good game."
UMaine coach Tom Lichtenberg
said it's a way to reward good effort
out on the field.
The way the football team has been
playing, with a 4-0 start and a na-
tional ranking of eighth, we should be
seeing a lot of claws.
The second addition to some of the
helmets is a star. Also an idea of
Lichtenberg's, this star represents im-
provement in academics.
Academic Support Coordinator
Margaret Zillioux said to earn a star
the athlete needs to show significant
improvement over the previous
semester.
Currently 27 football players have
earned this academic award.
At a time when national studies are
--rshowing that athletes across the na:
tion are not keeping up academically
with other students, it is encouraging
to see UMaine taking action to
change or prevent this.
We here a lot about our athletes be-
ing student-athletes, not just athletes,
but it's nice to see coaches taking an
active role in this process.
Giving a star to a football player
won't necessarily make him a straight-
A student, but it sends these student-
athletes a positive message.
It tells them that their eoach and
their university cares as much about
their performance on the field as their
performance in the classroom.
"(If a player) doesn't play well we
don't take him out of the game. We'll
take him in practice and work him,
and maybe he can earn a claw the
next week," Lichtenberg said.
"We're trying to use that same prin-
ciple and apply it to academics."
Lichtenberg's final addition to the
helmet is a white spot on the back,
which reads "TWLSB. "
If you're a native of Maine you
(see BEAN page 10)
Sports
Football team playing offensive
Offensive line
doing the job
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
What do the numbers 76, 65, 52, 66
and 68 mean? To the average person,
probably nothing. -
But to University of Maine quarter-
back Mike Buck, they mean protection.
For running back Carl Smith, they. mean
100-plus yards a game and a nation-
leading 631 yards so far this season.
Those five numbers comprise a unit
that averages 265 pounds at six feet,
three inches. That unit is the UMaine of-
fensive line.
The often times low profile group of
left tackle Dan Jones, left guard Rob
Noble, center Paul Fuller, right guard
Tom Rogers, and right tackle Scott
Hough have blocked the pursuit of four
aggressive defenses in aiding the Black
Bears to a 4-0 start. That's UMaine's best
start since they made a national playoff
appearance in 1987.
The line has allowed their quarterback
to be sacked only twice this season. Buck
is having his best year yet, completing
eight touchdown passes with no in-
terceptions and leading the nation in
Division I-AA in passing efficiency with
a rating of 176.2. .
-- At times the tine has given Buck
enough time in the pocket to count the
people in the stands; unlike last season,
when more often than not, Buck was
forced to throw on the run.
"The (defensive) pressure is off me
now. I'm not getting drilled like I used
to. I can sit back there and see it hap-
pent-" -Buck said.
But offensive line coach Mike Pen-
dino, said, "The line is probably getting
too much credit. When you've got two
guys like Buck and Smith it makes ourjob easy."
The players on the offensive line credit
the improvement this year to the
coaching philosophy. Pendino, a former
assistant at the University of Minnesota,
has worked on technique,- and the of-
fense is simpler than in the past.
"This year we're coming off the ball
lower," Noble said.
Rogers said, "I've learned more this
season than in the past two years."
This year the offense is operating with
fewer plays, which the linemen said has
made a difference.
"Last year we had so many plays, but
-this year we have a small number ... and
we just try to do a few things well,"
Hough said.
Noble said, "The blocking schemes
are a lot simpler. Last year they (former
coach Tim Murphy and his staff) would
adjust to different defenses and change
assignments every week. Sometimes it
photo
The University of Maine's Rob Noble and his offensive linemates have been one
of the reasons for the success of the football team, but they prefer to give credit
to the coaches and a change in philosophy.
got sort of confusing."
Buck said, "The offensive line is
ing a great job. Football can be really
complicated or it can be simple. We've
got something simple that can be made
complicated- if-need be. -
The line is young but not inexperienc-
ed. Hough (6-5, 280 lbs.), a co-captain,
is the only senior on the starting five.
"Scotty is the leader of the line, he leads
by example, Pendino said.
But Hough said he doesn't feel any
added pressure. "There's no pressure on
me because I think Tom Rogers and Rob
Noble are the two best guards in the
league. They work hard every day and
they have perfect technique.
Rogers (6-3, 267) and Noble (6-3, 265)
both juniors, have started since they were
freshmen.
Jones (6-5, 265) and Fuller (6-2, 250)
are redshirt freshmen. Fuller replaced
do-
redshirt junior Tom McDonald when he
went down with an injury at the begin-
ning of the season.
"They're young, but they are just so
lough and they don't quit:' Hough said.
The players are also more rested for
a game, getting Sundays off, unlike lastyear.
"It gives you a chance to catch up on
your studies. Practicing seven days a
week through November wears you
down after a while," Hough said.
"This year our legs are rested for
Saturday, which helps us mentally and
physically. The coaches seem to know
when to give us a break," Rogers said.
Although the team is ranked eighth in
the nation and scoring an average of
almost 35 points a game, Pendino saidthe line still needs to improve.
"We want to be the best offensive linein the country, and we've got a ways togo yet to get there," Pendino said.
Flutie gets his chance, Eason demoted by Berry
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - Raymond
Berry, saying the slumping New England
Patriots !`need a spark," dumped Tony
Eason as his starting quarterback
Wednesday and replaced him with local
legend Doug Fluite.
Eason, struggling to rebound from
two injury-plagued seasons, played poor-
ly in losses to Miami and Seattle after
doing well in a 27-24 season
-opening win
again ti the New York Jets.
Reading from a prepared statement,
Berry said Eason would be the third-
string quarterback behind Flutie and
Steve Grogan in Sunday's game at
Buffalo.
"My main concern now is what can
we do to beat Buffalo," the Patriots
coach said. "I think Doug is our best
chance to do that.
"He's been Working very hard sincelast April preparing himself, improving
himself. He's done everything we've ask-
(see DOUG1E page 9)
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Women's hockey club set for another year
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
To become a club sport at the Univer-
sity of Maine, a team needs more than
a handful of players. A club team needs
to be organized and prove it is unified.
After trying for many years, UMaine's
women's ice hockey team has been add-
ed to the list of university club sports.
"A team goes on a one-year probation
period where it must prove it is organiz-
ed before it is recogniied as anTfo TKO
club sport," said Kathy Matta, direc-
tor of club sports.
Women's ice hockey has been around
for 10-15 years, fading in and out of ex-
istence. In the spring of 1988, graduate
student Joan King tried to reform the
club team for the 1988-89 school year.
The members organized themselves
with the help of head coach Brian Cur-
tin, who returns to that position for a
second year.
The team has 26 members at this
point, but more people interested in
playing are definitely welcomed.
•Dougie
"Anyone is allowed to join," said
Curtin, a senior forestry major. ''No
hockey experience is necessary. "
To help those players who are not
strong skaters, Curtin has enlisted the
help of skating instructor Margo
Sutherland to teach the players
powers kat ing.
The ice hockey club's biggest obstacle
is money. Money for ice time, traveling
and equipment adds up quickly.
The players provide their own equip-
-- nifenf aiid -fly a $25 fee each semester to
help with expenses. Recreation sports
will give the team some money, as they
do to all official club sports at the
university.
"Once they- proveThemselves, we pro-
vide money," said Matta. "But ice
hockey is the most difficult to prove
because it is the most expensive. "
Despite funds supplied by the players,
the club still needs $7500 for ice time and
traveling expenses for the seven away
games they have scheduled for this
season.
"We will also be holding a raffle and
ed him to do."
Although Victor Kiam, in his first full
season as Patriots' owner, was upset that
attendance at the 60,784-seat Sullivan
Stadium had dropped from 57,043
against Miami to 48,025 against Seattle.
Berry said changing quarterback was his
own decision. He said he "consulted
with many people in our organiza-
tion."
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(continued from page 8)
Fans chanted for Flutie during the
Seattle game and there's no doubt that
the 1984 Heisman Trophy winner from
Boston College will help at the box
office.
Eason, the 15th choice in the 1983
NFL draft, was frequently booed by fans
in the two home games, losses of 24-10
to Miami and 24-3 to Seattle.
•
selling T-shirts and asking for sponsors
to help raise the money," said Curtin.
Curtin and his team are still reaching
for their ultimate goal.
"Our goal is to eventually seek varsi-
ty status," he said. "Hockey is big in
Ne'tv England. All the Hockey East and
Ivy League schools have women's hockey
whether it is varsity or club."
The women's club team will play a
15-game schedule for the 1989-90
season, with seven laking place at Al-
fond Arena.
Women's hockey club schedule
Nov. 4 - at Holy Cross
Nov. 5 - at Boston College
Nov. 10 - at Colby
Nov. 11 - UNB-Fredericton
Nov. 12 - UNB-Fredericton
Dec. 2 - at Bowdoin
Jan. 20 - Colby
Jan. 28 - MIT
Feb. 4 - Holy Cross
Feb. 9 - at Boston University
Feb. 10 - at MIT
Feb. 17 - UNB-St. Johns
Feb. 18 - UNB-St. Johns
Feb. 27 - Bowdoin
47VNIORS
Elections-for :89-90 Junior Representatives
for Senior Council are beginning. All Juniors
interested, pick up an application in Dean Lucy's
office, Memorial Union. Deadline for filing
applications is Friday, September 29th at 4 p.m.
QENERAL stuDENt
SENNCE ELEC'CIONS
VOTE
Thursday September 28
On Campus Students Off Campus Students, And
Fraternities
Vote In The Memorial Union
9:00a.m.-4:00Am.
************************************************
Vote In your
Dining Commons
11:009.m.-1:0014m.
and
4:00Am.-6:00Am. VOTE
•
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Chicago Cubs celebrate NL East crown
MONTREAL (AP)- In a season ting-
ed with sorrow and tainted by scandal,
finally something fun - the Chicago
Cubs are in the playoffs.
Those lovable losers are winners
again.
And this time, there's no controversy
about lights at Wrigley Field to spoil it.
The team that no one, not even the
Cubs themselves, gave a chance at the
start of the year clinched the National
League East championship Tuesday
night. They beat Montreal 3-2 shortly
after second-place St. Louis lost in Pitt-
sburgh 4-1, and that cut the magic
number from two to zero.
"When I saw the St. Louis score, I said
to myself, At least I've got a tie, they
can't take that away from me" Manager
Don Zimmer said. "I've said all year
long that I don't know what a magic
number is and now it doesn't matter."
The Cubs celebrated in style, spilling
10 cases of champagne and drinking
some, too. In the middle, Zimmer and,
general manager Jim Frey, classmates-at-
Western Hills High School in Cincinnati
- the same place Pete Rose attended -
Cl ACCIFIFM
En. .aMia aMl. ann.
HELP WANTED
looking for a fraternity. sorority or student organua-
ion that would like to make $500 - $1,000 for
a one week oil-campus marketing protect Must
be otganized and hardworking Call Becky or Myra
at (800) 592-2121
Ncitrtn Rd Marketing FITTY1 seeks mature student to
Manage on-Earnpus promotions for top companes.
this school year. Flexible hors with earning pi:own
hal to $2,500 per semester Must be organized
hard working and money motivated Call Cheryl
or Becky at (81)0) 592-2121.
Student and at to an thr *89:90 Student
Trawl Services, Sales Team. Lam CASH andior
FREE Winter and Spring Break vacations. Trawl
with the best to our Exciting ski and sun destina-
bons. For more information CALL.
1-800-648-4849
[am top $ flexible hours. tun_ Lmoyable. Ramat-
ding grass up to $20.000 per year by helping
friends receive grantsischolarship6 For info please
CALL. (213) 967-2115
EARN $2.000 - $4,000
Scantling for employment that permits %working
your own hours but still challenging enough for
your entrepreneurial 'Sktfls Manage programs for
Fortune 500 Comparues Lam $2.000 to $4.000
CALL 1-8009320528
TRAVEL SALES - Sell sping break package lows to
Jamaica and Marganta Island. Cam free trawl and
extra cash Great sales experience and flexible
hours CALL: 1-800-426-7710
ATTENTION-HIRING! Government Os- your
area Many immediate openings without waiting
list OT test $17,840-$69,485 CALL.
1-W2-838-8885 (ext R 18402)
Cl ASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS.132,030/year .ukixiie potential. Details:
(1) W2-838-8885 Ext. Bk 18402.
WAITER/WAITRESS Gianfrancc6 TS looking for
Part-time help during the days on the %weekends
Fieasant rrisphere located in Downtywri Bangor
Call lohn or Sandy at 942-6699 up till 2 30 p m
CAMPUS f4presentatives Needed kx 'Spnng Break
90' programs to Mexico-Bahamas-Florida & S
Padre Island-Lam Free Vacation Plus $$$$ CALL
800-448-2421
BICYCLES
Gannondale Mountain Bike Sale. ,Alurrunurn tame.
15-speed index shifting, heavy duty tires. Prepped
for sale, starting at $299.00. CALL. .Acadia Bike
& Canoe. Bar Harbor, 288-5483.
LOST AND FOUND
LOST- Diamond chip between Shibies and around
or in Union Contact A. Sylvesker: 581-2435
PERSONALS
Lonely? Need a Date? Meet that special someonel
today! Call DATE-TIME (405) 366-6335 
joeLlnffin 058359. A black male age 29,5' 11';
175 lbs. black hair and brown eyes. Has no fami-,
ly or friends to write and would low to write
anyone. Will answer all letters. And please send
photo on your mph/. Yours Truly, be Griffin. Florida
State Prison. Po BOX 747. Starke, Florida. 32091
RUSH (
Tuesday 26th at 6:30
Wednesday 27th at 5:00
Thursday 28th at 7:00 - Final Party
—
PI BETA PHI HOUSE - 107 College Ave.
hugged and shouted.
Frey took a lot of heat when he hired
his longtime friend to manage for the
1988 season. Critics called Zimmer a
retread and said it was time to break up
the old-boy network and look for so-
meone fresh.
After a 77-85 record last season and
a 9-23 mark in spring training this year,
Frey's gamble looked bad. But with the
58-year-old Zimmer making aggresive,
-new moves - who else issues intentional
walks with runners on first and second,
or puts on the hit-and-run with the bases
loaded? - it all worked and the Cubs
became the first team to clinch this
season.
"I've been with some bad teams and
I've been with some good teams, for-
tunately more good ones than bad,"
said Frey, who managed the Cubs to
their last division title in 1984. "But this
is the best win of any team because no
one gave-us a chance to-win. I've would
have taken .500 for the year."
*Bean 
should know what this stands for. It's
the theme of the state, "Maine, The
Way Life Should Be."
Lichtenberg said he hopes to repre-
sent Maine in that way.
I think there is another meaning
that can be drawn from all these
symbols.
There's the claw for athletic
achievement, the star for academic
(coniTiued from page 8)
achievement, MAINE on the side of
the helmet, and TWLSB.
A step has been made to strike a
balance of athletics and academics at
the University of Maine. That's The
Way Life Should Be.
Andy Bean is a senior journalism
major from Burlington, Vermont
t'S. •
PARACRIEVTIM CL17311
MEETING
DOORPRIZE $20.00 to be drawn at 9:00
FFA ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION
7:30pm Thurs,Svt. 28
Contact Steve Daggett tel. no. 4536 rm. 309
NEW inaLcommi
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Improved Tennessee to face Auburn Tigers
by Rick Warner
AP Football Writer
What a difference a year makes.
When Tennessee played Auburn last
season, the Volunteers were 0-3 and -
some fans in Knoxville were calling for
Johnny Major's scalp.
Things got worse before theysgot bet-
ter. Tennessee was crushed 38-6 by
 
 s Auburn and lost twice more before re-
bounding to win its last rive games under
a revamped coaching staff.
The Volunteers have continued their
owriandnoinsgtawaeystitchilsAseasnodn,aubekaetintngdCroisli
•\ -1- •ing to No. 12 in The Associated Press
poll. On Saturday, they put their eight-
game winning streak on the line at home
against No. 4 Auburn, which has won its
first two games by a combined score of
79-3.
Auburn is favored by 51/2
 
points. -
AUBURN 21-14
In another major matchup, 10th-
ranked Pittsburgh travels to Morgantown
to take on No. 9 West Virgina.
West Virgina quarterback Major liar- s
ris, a leading contender for the Heisman
Trophy, grew up in Pittsburgh. Alex Van
Pelt, Pitt's sensational redshirt freshman
quarterback, was raised in West Virgina.
That's why they call this 94-year-old
rivalry the "Backyard Brawl."
Despite losing 15 starters from last
year's 11-1 Fiesta Bowl team, West
Virgina is off to a 4-0 start. Pitt is 3-0,
including last week's 30-23 victory over
No. 18 Syracuse.
_
Temple at No. 14 Houston
Owls are no match for Cougars. -
HOUSION 52-0.
Kent St. at No. 15 North Carolina
State
Kent State is 0-4, NC State 4-0. - NC
STATE 48-7
No. 16 Oklahoma at Kansas
Kansas will retire Gayle Sayer's:
number at halftime. They should let him
play instead. - OKLAHOMA 62-7
No. 17 Arizona at Oregon
Arizona is coming off victories over
Oklahoma and Washington, while
Oregon is trying to rebound for a loss
to Stanford. - ARIZONA 17-16
Southern Mississippi at No. 22 Texas
A&M
Southern Miss has lost three straight
since upsetting Florida State. - TEXAS
A&M 24-10
South Carolina at No. 23 Georgia
--- Ray Goff remains undefeated as
Georgia coach. - GEORGIA 24-21
No. 24 Air Force at Colorado State
Air Force quarterback Dee Dowis is
the most exciting player in college foot-
ball. - AIR FORCE 37-27.
Read the Sports Pages
WMEB 91.9 FM Orono:
For reggae, jazz, blues, hard_ core alter-
native, classical, and news, listen to Radio-Free Orono seven days a week.
jr\
Campus Crusade for Christ
Cares
West Virgina is favored by 3 points. -
WEST VIRGINA 28-24
No. 1 Notre Dame at Purdue
The last three times Purdue played a
top-ranked Fighting Irish team, the
Boilermakers won. That was then. This
is now. - NOTRE DAME 48-14
No. 2 Miami at Michigan State
After outscoring its fist three op-
ponents 120-13, Miami finally gets a test.
- MIAMI 27-14
Oregon St. at No. 3 Nebraska
Oregon State joins the Cornhuskers*
burn-of-the-week club. Next: Kansas
State. - NEBRASKA 42-7
No.. 5 Colorado. atisin_ 21 Washington
This will be an emotional game for
Colorado following the death of former
quarterback Sal Aunese. - COLORADO
21-20
Maryland at No. 6 Michigan
Maryland's schedule-maker must be a
masochist. The Terps are 1-3, but their
opponents have a combined record of
15-1. - MICHIGAN 31-7
No. 7 Clemson at Duke
Clemson can win the national cham-
pionship. - CLEMSON 35-10
Texas-El Paso at No. 8 Arkansas
A Razorback rout. - ARKANSAS
47-0
No. 11 Southern Cal at No. 19
Washington State
A great defense versus a great offense.
Offense wins. Upset Special. -
WASHINGTON STATE 24-21
No. 13 Alabama at Vanderbilt
The Tide can celebrate at the Grand
Ole Opry. - ALABAMA 42-14
Aped man earns it ereryda)
1 One look tells you this man issomeone to be reckoned withYou can sense his unwaver-
- , ing conviction to excellence
Men look up to him because he
has earned their respect. He's one
of the few who measUre up to our
tough standards He is an officer
of Marines
if measuring up to our standards
is the kind of challenge you've
been looking for, coil di-
free 1-800-MARINES Who
knows maybe you too can
be one of us. o jokilthries
Marine. 
.
TheFewTheProudTheMarines.
If you would like more information about
the PLC program, please contact the
Marine Corps Selection Office
at (603)436-0974.
************************************************
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How're you going to do it?
' 'This is going to be a breeze."
IBM PS/2
(fro
S/2 A.
Great back-to-school prices orifSiTs..
Just in time. You can pick up an IBM Personal Sysiem/2® with easy-to-use software
loaded and ready to go. And best of all, you get it at a special low back-to-school price.
And that's not all. When you buy the PS/2, -you can get a great low price on
PRODIGY,® the exciting new shopping, information and entertainment computer
service. Start this semester up and running with a PS/2 at a low, low price!'
• 
"7fiffkZ,
Ati*S1
WM it \N.J.:4:44M. 4111/Mille 
- - -
fittl...cm .;i'DOW
aftwoxte. 
PS/2 Model 30 286-1Mb mem-
ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor,
one 3.5" diskette drive (1.44Mb),
20Mb fixed disk drive. IBM
Mouse, 8513 ColoLDisplay,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft®
Windows/286, Word 5.0,*
hDC Windows Express:"
hDC Windows Manager" and
hDC Windows Color'
$2,299
PS/2 Model 50 Z--1Mb mem-
ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor,
One 3.5". diskette drive (1.44Mb),
30Mb-frxed dtsic ctrive, Micro
Channel' architecture, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
Windows/286, Word 5.0,* Excel,*
hDC. Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and
hDC Windows Color $2,799
PS/2 Model 55 SX-2Mb mem-
ory, 80386SX" (16 MHz) pro-
cessor, one 3.5" diskette drive
xe I I
Micro Channel architecture, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
Windows/386, Word 5.0,*
 Excel,*
hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and
hDC Windows C.othr 
Now, special low prices on three models of IBM Proprinters,TM too.
/—MICROCOMPUTER
-RESOURCE ' CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES OALL, UM
ME
1•111 MI =NM 11
11111110.
1=F
*Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who ordar an IBM PS/2 Model 0530-E21,8550-031 or 8555-061 on or before October 31. 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or procesing charges. Check With yourinstitution regardingthesecharges. Ordersare-subjectlaavaildbrlitytt3tvternay Withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.
IBM Personal ysiem/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks, and Proprinter and Micro Channel are trademarks, of International Business Machines Corporation PRODIGY is a
registered trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of 113M and Sears Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsdift Corporation hDC Windows Express, hDC
Windows Manager and hDC Windows Color are ,trademarks of hDC Computer Corporation 80386SX is a trademark of Intel Corporation 0 IBM Corp 1989
